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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL,. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 3, 183 2.

NO. 16.

accused a written confession, which was reluctant was of an inquiring spirit, and a blessing attended
ly made. Thus, were the difficulties arising out of it. What! said he in amazement, can this be true?
this case, as well as the case itself, nominally set —distilled spirits are of no more use to any ma., in
OEOROE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
tled. Mr.------had also for some time past, been health, than aisonic or opium? “distilled spirits are
From the English Methodist Magazine for August, 1833.
in the habit (doubtless through the excitement of too tempting, and dangerous and violently intoxica
THE CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY.
intoxicating drink! when in the discharge of pro ting to be used as a common beverage at all”—
fessional duties, of mal-treating his professional (oh! thought he, that at least is true;) distilled
Up, at the Gospel’s glorious call;
Country and kindred, what are they?
brethren; and of offering contempt to the court. 1 spirits are in their very nature injurious to the
Rend from thy heart these charmers all;
This conduct was borne, tili at length, cn the morn human constitution; and every man who indulges
Christ needs thy service—hence, away!
ing of a memorable day, the court being in session, e enin their moderate use, injures himself in pro
Though strong the parting tear may rise,
Mr.------was severely reprimanded by each judge portion to the quantity which he consumes.” Jam
Though high should roll the boisterous wave,
in succession, and required to make a public ac ie was astonished, and well he might; but Jamie
Go find thy home ’neath foreign skies,
knowledgement of misconduct, andtoisk the for was conscientious, and though he had the man
And rest thee in a stranger’s grave.
giveness of the court. Soon after this period, he hood to confess, what lew moderation men will,
The Hindoo in his sultry glade,
disposed of the remnant of his propertyin M----- r, that he liked a glass: yet, because lie bad still a
The infant at the Burman’s knee,
and with his children, and hr ken heirted wife, conscience, notwithstanding the searing it bad got
Or Afric 'neath her palmy shade,
removed to a flourishing tow a the northern part from the fiery drink, he said to himself—“I must,
Shall bless th’ Eternal Sire for thee.
of the State of New-Yoi k. Here besought pro- j at least, try whether these wonderful statement!}
And what has earth compared to this?
fessional employment, and it was ardently hoped respecting distilled spirits be true.” James
Knows she of wealth or joy like thine?
by his friends that he would strive to retrieve his aud the effects were delightful. In a very short
The ransom’d Heathen’s heavenly bliss,
The plaudit of the Judge Divine?
L. II. S.
lost character, and broken fortune. But instead time he found, from happy experience, that his
of succeeding in business here, he hid recourse health was better from the change, that his purse
to his cups as formerly. His conduct produced was better, that soul and body, the whole man of
TEMPERANCE TALES.
an unfavorable impression on the minds of his hi:,i was far better, in all circumstances, since be
For the Gambier Observer.
neighbors—lie failed completely, and lecame a sot. renounced the maddening draught.
His duty was now clear before him—to abstain
Mr. Editor,—The following case of intempe His devoted wife, now gave up all for lost. With
rance has been attended with consequences so de a heart filled with grief, she, with her children, from the raging drink, which in time past, had
structive of character and domestic happiness, and leftforever, him whom she had so tenderly loved, been emptying his pocket, destroying bis charac
so injurious to the Church of Chri t, as to induce I and for whom, her heart had so freey bled, and ter, bringing down his body to the grave, and his
me to furnish a statement of it lot
;; pm luisd her lonely way back,
abodes of re-) soul to hell.
ardently hoping it may not be dtogetlier useless. : lativ s, by whom she was kindlybefe'ved. The i He did his duty, in thd right way for doing duty,
With most of the facts J r‘m familiar; the individ- ' children having reached maturity, hive sought re at once anti right on.
ual here spoken of,
been for several years a spectable employments, and bid fair Ar usefulness.
He saw, however, that something more was in
member of the sa*0 church with myself. With The husband is prowling about the tavern and grog cumbent upon him than merely doing his duty—
the rest I have Hen made acquainted, by persons shop, with a carbuneled and bloated face, in con tie must, for the good of others, let it be known,
duct and appearance very like the child of hell! without ostentation, that his duty is done. Abstain
well informed
Mr____ —, °f M----- r Vermont, was, when I But the broken hearted and grief stricken wife— ing, he said to himself, has done me good—the
first knew him, a man in the vigor of life, of most where is she^ I am just informed she sleeps in the banishment of spirituous liquors would do my coun
prepossessing appearance, and in the full tide of silent dust! “Died at M----- r Vermont, on the try good; what is every man’s duty, is my duty;
prosperity as a lawyer—commanding by his talents 26th of Nov. 1833, Mrs.------, wife of----- Esq. and therefore, in love to my brethren, I’ll freely
and mrivalled eloquence, the respect of all who aged 46 years.”
give the blessing wiiich to me lias been so freely
kn'w him. He was the husband of a most amia“Peace to her gentle shades.”
W. w.
given. Union is strength, thought he:—separate
bb, pious, and devoted wife; both members of the
efforts are a rope of sand:—united they are the
JAMIE, A TRUE STORY;
zame church and surrounded by several lovely chil
cable which holds the man-of- war. He resolved
Shewing how much good mag be done by proper means, in the
dren. Their residence was in the centre of a
to establish a temperance society.
humblest sphere.
beautiful village. Every tiling pertaining to their
For this purpose he supplied himself zmnWzaZi?In a populous and civilized district of Ulster, lives [y with a number of tracts on temperance; for Jam
home, exhibited the appearance of neatness sel
dom witnessed, and of domestic happiness of the Jamie, a day labourer—a fellow of right good sense ie knew that should self interest or passion come
highest order. His family connexions, were among and practical talent, carpenter and mason, shoe in, second thoughts are not always best; and for hthe most prominent and respectable citizens of the maker and blacksmith, and aught else the case witb he commenced travelling around, reading them
State. Under such circumstances, it were not requires. The variety of his powers had nearly at spare hours, throughout the neighborhood
strange, that his neighbors should predict for him ruined him. On all hands he was in requisition, wherever he could find half a dozen people to liea life of usefulness and prosperity. But, how im and everywhere he was a favorite—kindness flow ten to him. He was a good reader, not making
perfect is human foresight! How may “the gold ing to him in its common channel, spirituous li a pompous or singing noise, as is generally done,
become dim, and the most fine gold changed?” quor. Wherever he went, he was treated. This but actually saying words in a plain, natural mai In the course of a few years, Mr.------ -— began to was too much for flesh and bicod and Jamie be i ner, and bringing out the sense of the writer; and
yield himself up gradually, to the influence of came, in the style of the world's false charity, ' very soon be fo nd that his reading was not withthat “fell destroyer of human happiness,” ardent “fond of the drop.” His cash flew to the spirit ' out effect; for in t. short lime after the commencespirits. It was so whispered among his Christian shop, and brought neither health nor happiness in i rqent of his career, he heard of a decent woman
brethren. At length he was visited by a brother, return. The neighbors called him (alas, for such ' telling her neighbor to send for Jamie to the wake
and then by another; and failing to reclaim him, lullabies to conscience) an honest, good hearted j which was to beheld at her house, if she wished
it was “told to the Church.” Now a regular fellow, who did nobody any barm but himself. to save her whiskey, and have peace and quietness ;
course of discipline was commenced. But he had While, however, they tempted, and flattered, and for, said she, he came,to the wake in my house,
' and read and talked about temperance, til! both
so much influence, as to cause a division in the deceived, their victim was posting to ruin.
According however, to universal experience, ! the whiskey and the people seemed either persua
church, which continued for nearly two years.—
The offender retained membership and influence. Providence was much kinder to Jamie than Jamie ded or frightened, for the whiskey itself stole
All efforts to make proper disposition of the case, was to himself—for, while moderate spirit drink round like a thief, and hardly one had the cour
proving in vain, an ecclesiastical Judicatory was ers were training him to drunkenness, God was age to put to his lips, what Jamie called, indeed,
called. It consisted of distinguished clergymen raising up the temperance society as an ark of too truly, “ the accursed thing.”
Jamie, however, soon found to his cost, that he
from abroad; at the head of which, was the vene safety to him, from the flood of their temptations.
rable Dr. Griffin. After several days laborious One of the publications of the Ulster Temperance had commenced a very great, and a very sot a
session, a verdict was pronounced, requiring of the Society fell into bis hands, and he read it, for he work. The spirit sellers, four of whom were at a
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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single cross roads, in his neighborhood, he expect minister visited,the bottle was put to his mouth, they told him that his only reason for giving up
ed to be against him, and drunkards he expected and that a choice drop of good stuff was kept for whiskey was that he could not afford to buy both
would be against him too; but he soon found that him and the elders in the session-house; that some it and tobacco; and promised, though with no sin
his chief opponents lay quite in another quarter. years ago, when smuggling was in vogue, it was cerity, that they would quit drinking if he would
Sensible people soon began to see that spirit nothing strange for an evening party to have the quit smoking.
The reproach stuck like a burr to Jamie’s con
sellers are drones upon the community, do whiskey drawn for them, hot from the private still;
ing no good, but much harm: and besides, one of and that, as the natural consequence of all this science. He asked himself again and a^ain—Is
them, having first allowed a temperance meeting and far more, not only was the crime of drunken my use of tobacco a stumbling block in the wav
to be held in his barn, conscientiously shut up his ness, whether in minister, elder, or private lay of any?—Does it do injury to the great cause
spirit shop and joined the temperance society, be man, treated with much false charity, and called which has all my heart? He read, he thought,
ing convinced that spirit selling is poison selling, by many soft names; but drunkenness was spread and read, and thought again; and the more^he
and that each spirit shop might justly have on its ing its ravages through many families, and bring read and thought, the more was he convinced that
the habitual use of tobacco in any of its forms is
sign-board—“Beggars made here.” Of the drunk ing down many heads in sorrow to the grave.
Jamie was, indeed, charitable, but he was una useless, is wasteful of time and money; is dirty,
ards, some indeed did call him hard names, and
impute to him base motives; but from among even ble to persuade himself, that amid such universal (and cleanliness is next to godliness) is offensive to
these, lost as they seemed to be to all hope, he drinking, all the objections to his temperance so others, and a breach of Christian charity, is a bad
was, by God’s grace, enabled to reclaim some, ciety arose merely from ignorance, or prejudice, example to the simple and young, is a temptation
as brands snatched from the burning, while others or conscience; and therefore, when people were to drunkenness, and injurious to health. He re
of them said to him in the bitterness of their re telling him, as they often did, that they cared not solved to renounce it. Whether or not he had
flecting moments—go on Jamie, your work is a rush about spirituous liquor—“they could either heard the story does not appear, of a reverend bo
God’s work.—Had you commenced but a little drink it, or let it alone”—he used sometimes to re dy who were so far reclaimed from the use of to
sooner, how great a blessing might your society ply—“oh! I know well enough that you can drink bacco, that at one of their public meetings, they
have been to us; but alas! it is all over with us it; what I want to know is, whether you can let it . only required twenty-four boxes and two bushels
alone:”—and, at other times, he would tell them of saw-dust to spit in:—nevertheless, having no
now!
What at first surprised Jamie much, was, that Dean Swift’s story, of the three men who called wish or expectation of another fever to cure him
the fathers or husbands of these very drunkards for whiskey in a spirit-shop;—I want a glass, said of smoking, as one had done, for a time, formerly,
were his most bitter opponents. He went to them the first, for I’m very hot; I want a glass, said the he resolved to set in good earnest, to the work of
with a glad heart, expecting that they would hear second, for I'.n very cold; let me have a glass, said reforming himself, as an essential preparation for
reforming others. If he had the same thing to do
with delight of a plan by which drunkards, in great the third, beeause I like it!
As Jamie’i opponents were no match for him in again, he would do it in quite a different way,
numbers, have been reclaimed; and by which the
temperate may be effectually secured against argument, they tried the plans usually resorted to, and it would not cost him one half the pain or trou
temptation, but his heart sunk when he found— when the wisdom and the spirit by which truth ble.
not that they received him coldly, for to such re speaks canno; be resisted. For a while they tried
Having read in his temperance tract, that the
ceptions fie was accustomed, but that they, as well ridicule. Tlat, however, neither satisfied their only way to leave off the use of spirituous liquor is
as others, who boast much of being “temperate en own consciences, nor frightened Jamie; for Jamie to leave it off at once and forever; he did so, and
ough already,” lost all temper, at the very sound could stand a laugh, what many a man can’t do, though for a few days he felt a hankeringandcrawho has stood grape shot; then they circulated ving, yet these vanished, and he was happy and
of temperance.
A goodly number of these neighbors of Jamie reports abouthis having got drunk on different oc free. To his cost, he took a different plan in re
were very regular in attendance on public wor casions, and been caught drinking in secret, and nouncing his pipe. Instead of shaking from his
ship, they were truly orthodox in their creed, and some believec them, being of the same mind with hand at once the venomous beast and feeling no
rigidly strict in their discipline, all of which, being the distiller, vho asserted it to be a mere humbug harm, as he should have done, he followed, though
in their own nature good, gave them an influence that any man pould live without whiskey, and that for a very short time, the old dribbling system
in the neighborhood. Jamie, therefore, was anx wherever the croaking cold water society men did which has ruined thousands of poor drunkards, of
ious to enlist them on the side of temperance, not drink in tie day-time, they made up for it, by weaning off from a bad habit by degrees. Like
knowing well, that reformation is to be effected by drinking at night; these evil reports, however, fell the drunkard who each day dropped some melted
the influential members of society, and that the dead after a li.tle, and nobody was vile enough to sealing wax into his glass, till at length it was full,
indifference to a good cause, of one man of res take them up again; and though attempts were Jamie merely stopped into his pipe each time a
pectability is more to be feared than the opposition made to circu ate the lie, that Jamie had grown less and less bit of tobacco, on rhp top of the old
weak & sickly sifiee hegave up drinking, yet every burnt stuff, ao that after a while, there was no
of a hundred blackguard'’.
With very many such respectable men Jamie body who looked him in the face saw, that though thing to draw into his mouth but abominable ash
had hard work. They entrenched themselves be he had neither a purple nose, nor whiskey blos es, and Jamie, convinced that it would be more
hind perversions of scripture, and no matter how soms on his chin, yet he was stronger and healthi fattening to fill his belly with the east wind, flung
often vanquished, they could argue still. None of er than ever; and that he could say what every the old black cutty pipe from lf.rn to lift it again
them, indeed, had the ingenuity of a certain preach 1 member of the temperance society, whether tem no more. Thus Jamie was conqueror still; and
er, from whose preaching one of his elders went perate or intemperate formerly, can say with truth, his victory was one which Alexander the conquer
home drunk, after having heard that the first, tem after abstaining, though for a single month, from or of the world could not gain.—Janrit gained a
perance society on record, was when more than distilled spirits, that in every sense of the word, he victory over himself, and he that ruleth oyer his
foity men bound themselves by an oath, neither to is better for the change.
own spirit, is better than he that taketli a city, but
eat nor drink till they had killed Paul; hut their
Foiled thus in all their attempts, the opponents the man who wept because he had not other w.rlds
main argument, like his, was, that every creature of Jamie and of temperance rallied strong for one besides his own to subdue, died as a fool dieth, <nd
of God is good, and nothing to be refused. In last charge; and as it was aganist Jamie’s weak he sleeps in a drunkard's grave.
vain did Jamie show, that according to their abuse side, (who has not a weak side?) they already
Jamie learned an important lesson in his victo
of the text, a father would he giving a good gilt chuckled in triumph. Jamie had thrown away his ry which will be of use to him as long as he lives.
to his son who asked bread, if he gave him a stone, glass forever, but his pipe stuck firm between his Whatever bad habit, he says, has got hold upon
or a scorpion when he asked an egg; and that if teeth still. The time was, when he was strong and you, break it off at once. Would you pull your
they followed out their doctrine consistently, they well without tobacco, and when the taste of tobac child out of the lire cautiously and gradually; or
should eat po’son, rats, cats, stone ditches, and co was disgusting and sickening to him; but res out with him at once? So let it it be with every
all before them, as being all good creatures of pectable people were smoking, and chewing, and thing wrong. Dont prepare for ceasing from
God; still, though left to-day without a word to snuffing, and plugging around him, and when he sin to-morrow, or next year—but cease from it
answer—when challenged to morrow to renounce went to the wake, the funeral, or the evening gath- I mow. Do so yourself—go right up to your neigh
spirituous liquors as in no way qualified for human ering, “why” thought he, “should I be singular, bor without fear, and in love tell him to do the
drink, they would quote over again the self-same and not take a whiff like the rest.” He chose smo same, having this assurance on your mind contin
old text—“Every creature of God is good, and king, likely because he thought it the most genteeZ ually that, what ought to he done can be done.
nothing to be refused, T it be received with thanks way of being dirty and disgusting; and, accord
( To be Continued.)
ing to the general law of habits being most invete
giving.”
, . ,
Jamie was charitable; and therefore, could not rate, where the article used was, at first, most nau
RELIGIOUS.
bear to hear an ill word said unnecessarily of any seous, he soon became so confirmed a smoker,
human being; still, however, he was neither blind that one half of what he smoked would have kept
DANGERS OF PROSPERITY.
nor deaf, and therefore he could not but know, him decently clothed; and he was fully able to
Times of prosperity like the present, bring with
and very seriously consider that, whether in mar sympathize with a neighbor of his, who often stop them peculiar trials to the religious principle.—
ket or fair, these same men either bought or sold, ped the plough and horses in mid furrow to go for Worldly success makes us arrogant, confident in
there could be no such thing as a dry bargain, a smoke, and who affirms that often times, through ourselves and forgetful of God. It seems para
that at churns, and wakes, and funerals, and mar stupidity for want of a smoke, he could scarcely doxical that at the moment that God is pouring
riages, and baptisms, and such like, they always have told his own name; and that he verily believ blessings most abundantly into our laps, we should
pushed round the bottle cheerily: that they held ed if, in a very severe fever, he had not most for think least of Him, and that the Giver should be
it churlish to refuse either to give or take a treat; tunately taken a distaste against smoking, that he overlooked on account of the multitude of his
that at their evening tea- parties, it was not uncom never could have corquered that abominable gifts. But it is too apt to be the case. The spir
mon for six or eight gallons of spirituous liquor to habit.
itual truths of our nature, like the stars are hid
be consumed by a few neighbor men and women
The lovers of strong drink, therefore, thought, den in the glare of prosperity but shine brightly
ui a single night; that in every house which their that they had Jamie on the hip completely, when1 in the night of affliction. The stroke of sorrow
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opens fountains of religious feeling in the heart j 2. The second is doubting. As saith the apos ly of procuring the Divine blessing but of guid’
which continued success has petrified.
tle James, “Let a man ask in faith nothing doubt ing to wise and efficient efforts;
Riches, health honors, rank, all that men strive ing,” &c.
“ Resolved, That this committee cordially ap
after and honor in this world, appear to be so ma 3. The third hindrance is when a man asketh prove the practice already adopted in many parts
ny obstacles placed between our souls and that' not that which ought to be asked \ i
meditation upon and communion with God which ! xx. it is said. “Ye know not what ve ask" Matt. of our country, of observing the last Monday
nd evening in every month as the Tract Distrib
is so essential to growth
’ in grace A man who is I 'in James,
'
>y dSK" yeAask
“__
Ye ask and take not, because
I utors’ Concert for Prayer; and recommend
„
ever thinking upon his ships, his houses, his plea-1 amiss.”
its observance, as far as consistent, by all engag
sures, his gifts, has neither time nor inclination for ’ 4. The fourth is the unworthiness of them for ed in these labors.”
devout meditation. The tares of the world pre-1 whom we pray. Thus God in Jeremiah saith “ Pray
The Committee feel that the results of experience
vent the good seed from taking root. He sees I not for this people—for I shall not hear thee.”
on the subject of Christian effort connected with
men greeting him with deference ar.d respect, he j 5. The fifth hindrance is the multitude of evil Tract distribution, are such that they can now
feels that his plans are judicious and sees thorn thoughts. Thus Abram (Gen. xv.) drove away speak with a good degree of confidence. They
crowned with success, his opinions are valued, his the birds; that is he that prayeth shall drive away ■ disclaim the idea that any minute course cf proceewords do not fall to the ground, for when he speaks evil thoughts.
durc can be pointed out, which shall be adapted
6. The sixth is, despising God’s law. In Psaims j to all circumstances, and which it can be hop
men listen, his ‘horn is exalted,’ and his cup
runs over—can we wonder that he is puffed up xxviii. God saith, “The prayer of him that turn- , ed will in all cases lead to a favorable result. They
with vanity and pride?—that he imagines that it eth away his ear from hearing the law of God,; entreat Ministers and Christians in every place,
is he himself who has done all, gained all, and ac-}s,la11 be'cursed as an abomination
prayerfully to examine the subject, and to adopt
7.
complished all, and that he forgets the God who
" The
rr"- seventh is ,hardness of soul; and this in those means which, in their own view will be best adapt
for-ets him. But soon'a sharp uMietion ,<»»
««? ■" Proverbs xxi.it is said “If a ed to be useful to those among whom they dwell.
coroes, 1,5 warehouses arc consumed, his sl,ips ( man stoppetl, h.s ear utthe cry of the poor he shall
This department of benevolent effort is based
1 he is
• a poor man—or bio
MM ,i;«,
I ho sopnnH
cry ;mfl
and ftlinll
shall nnt
not hp
be hoard
heard.” The
second IOis when on the great principle, that it is the duty of all
sunk, and
his nnlv
only a
child
dies : crv
in his arms, or a cruel or lingering disease nails one has trespassed and we refuse to forgive him. whom Christ has made partake rs of his love, to
him to his couch. He now feels the unsatisfacto As Christ says, “When ye stand to pray, forgive do what they can to bring others to the knowledge
ry nature of what was once all to him. The idols ye, if ye have any thing against any man—that if of the truth, while with each individual rests the
that he worshipped are fallen and lie in fragments ye forgive not men, neither shall your Father for- sole and weighty responsibility of receiving or re
at his feet. The reeds on which he leaned are give your sins.”
jecting the message profered. And the plan
8. The eighth letting the increase of sin. Da contemplates access to our fellow men, at once,
broken and their sharp and jagged points have
pierced his side. Like the prodigal son, he re vid saith to God, “ They that draw themselves I through the printed page and by personal Chris
turns to the love of his Heavenly Father. The [from thee shall perish.” In James iv. it is said; tian eltort, as opportunity is given for either or for
hitter cup of affliction becomes a healing draught “ Nigh ye to God, and lie shall nigh to you.” He t both.
to his sick soul. The substantial realities of re nigheth to God that ceaseth of evil work.
Hitherto ihe course usually adopted has been
9. The ninth is, suggestion of the devil, that t.i assign each neighborhood, or district of from
ligion, the unchanging hopes and promises of
Christianity, the treasures thatarelaid up in heaven withdraws many men from prayer
20 to 30 or 40 families, to one distributor or mis
10. The tenth is, littleness of desire. Augus sionary, so far as Christians, male or female, can
rise up before him in their full value, and he won
tine
saith,
“
God
keepeth
that
thing
from
thee
ders at himself that he has passed his days in hew
be found qualified for the service and with a heart
ing broken cisterns while the waters of life were which he will not give soon to thee, that thou learn to engage in it. In this designated field, the dis
flowing unregarded at his feet. He feels the sen to desire great things.”
tributor monthly presents a Tract to each family,
11. The eleventh letting is, the impatience of in which he obtains sailfactory evidence that it will
timents embodied in the beautiful language of the
prophet Habakuk—‘although the fig-tree shall him that asketh. Saul asked counsel of the Lord, be kindly received andread; and in connexion with
not blosom, neither shall fruit be in the vines, the (1 Sam, xxviii.) and he answered not Saul. And its distribution, and on every occasion when suit
labor of the olive shall fail and the fields shall Saul said, seek ye to me a woman that hath an un able opportunity offers, having sought the counsel
yield no meat, the flocks shall be cut off from the clean spirit.
of ministers and others and direction from God,
The twelfth is the default of perseverance in does what he can—by personal conversation; by
fold and there shall be no herd in the stalls; yet
I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of prayer. Christ saith, “If a man continue knock inducing to an attendance on public worship; and
ing at the gate, the friend that is God, shall rise the reading of the Bible; by gathering the youth
my salvation.
But though the temptations of prosperity are and give him as many loaves ashemindeth.” Au into sabbath and other schools by neighborhood
great they are not irresistible. It would indeed gustine saith, “If prayer is not removed, be thou prayer-meetings; and by other means, for the eter
be strange if God, who has implanted in the breast secure that mercy is not removed.” But here take nal welfare of all.
Many considerations show the importance of
of man a desire of success, had not given in his [heed that prayer stand most in good living—that
revealed religion an antidote against the excess of prayer with mouth accord with the deed, and so this system of effort if wisely and properly
that desire. It is possible even while our cup is j continue, and thou shalt receive. Therefore Christ directed.
It is the only means now extensively' in operation,
running over with worldly prosperity, to preserve I saith in Luke xxiii. “It behooveth to pray ever
an humble, devout and lowly frame of mind, to [and cease not.” And Augustine saith, “As long whereby Christians are brought personally to labor
as
thou
hast
holy
desire,
and
livest
after
God's
law
for those who come not under the preached word.
feel that our duties are enlarged by the increase
cf substance, consideration and power, and to be in charity, thou prayest ever well.—Presbyterian. The Tract is not only itself a message of salva
tion, but is a letter of introduction, declaring that
grateful to God for all that we seem to acquire for
TO EVANGELICAL MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL
he who bears it conies on an errand of mercy.
ourselves, knowing that though we may plant and
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.
The results of this system., when prosecuted
water, He alone gives the increase. We have
The Executive Committee of the American Tract I with spirituality, discretion and vigor, are also full
seen them, whom fortune seemed to oppress with
her favors, adorning a Christian profession by the Society consider the following as unquestioned of encouragement. This remark might be confirm
ed by facts from cities, towns and villages in al
constant exercise of Christian graces—devout,char facts; viz.
That there are many in every part of the coun most every part of the Union.
itable to the poor, temperate, just, the friends of
A merchant in the city of New-York commenc
the friendless and the champions of the oppressed. try, and in some parts a large portion of the popu
ed his distribution and labors in November, 1831,
There is no more beautiful spectacle than the sight lation, who do not attend on public worship;
That there devolves on the churches a solemn in a lane of ten bouses, containing twenty-five
of such a man passing unharmed through the fire
families. At the end of the lane was a rum-selling
of that temptation which has consumed so many, responsibility to tender to them the Gospel;
That to them and others, the labors of Chris giocerv; three families were Roman Catholics,
and regarding himself as the stewaid of God’s
bounty for the good of others. There is too, no tians in connexion with Tract distribution,have been and only three others attended public worship__
“ My heart failed me,” he savs, “and I exclaimed,
more striking proof of the divine efficacy of our greatly blessed; and
That the success of these labors depends, in a ‘Can these dry bones live?’” In the strength of
religion. Affliction is naturally purifying and el
evating, but no man can withstand the seductive high degree, on the duties they involve, being clear God he proceeded to his labors. The Tract for
influences of great prosperity unless God be with ly understood and faithfully and discreetly per the first month, “Examine your Hopes for Eter
nity,” was blessed to two1 mothers, both of whom
formed.
him.—Christian Register.
In view of these facts, the Committee, at a meet are now creditable members of the church. The
ing, November 18, 1833, after prayerful conside next month, a Catholic on whom the distributor
WICK LI FF,
had urged the necessity of a change of heart, be
ration unanimously
The celebrated translator of the Bible and fore
11 Resolved, That the several pastors of church came dangerously ill. He forbade the calling of
runner of the Reformation, left behind hint many es throughout the United States, who may concur a priest to pardon his sins, sent for the distributer,
writings which to this day have never been published. in these views, be respectfully requested, on the [ and when his friends objected, told them to stay
Among these there are no less than three hundred second Sabbath in January next, to deliver a pub away or cease disturbing him. The distributer
sermons; or outlines of sermons. In a volume of lic discourse on the obligations of Christians to la visited him almost daily for several weeks, praying
his tracts, recently published, we find one entitled, bor for the salvation of men, and the advantages with him, and pouring upon his dark mind the
Twelve Lettings of Prayer i. e. twelve hinderances of connecting their efforts with Tract distribution; simplest truths of salvation, which he eagerly re
to prayer.
and at the same time to adopt such means as they ceived, and which became the joy of his heart.
1. The first is the sins of him who prayeth, may judge best adapted to give efficiency to this Soon his catholic friends came in every evening to
according to that in Isaiah, “Whenye make ma department of benevolence in their own vicinity. listen to their conversation and join in prayer; and
“ And whereas frequent meetings for prayer and not only they were ready to say with one voice,
ny prayers, I will not hear you, for your hand sare
1 mutual encouragement are a happy means, not on “Let my last end be like his,” but a devout profull of blood,
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testant clergyman, who twice visited him at his viour and to souls was enkindled, and her txvo or three the future judgments of Jehovah have been jeer
own request,obtained cheering evidence that he had days of labor in her district were days of spiritual ed at and despised.
In the days of the Apostles it was inquired in
become truly a child of God. Not long after, the refreshment, when every Christian grace seemed
keeper of one of the groceries, a practical infidel, to have been strengthened. Many a Christian, in the spirit of infidelity, “Where is the promise of
sent for the distributer: “O,” he exclaimed, “I have the multiplicity of cares and engagements, and his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep all
lived 50 years in sin. Now my body is racked with with his graces languishing, would postpone indef things continue as they were from the beginning of
pain, and my peace is not made with God.” He initely his efforts, did not the Tracts placed in his the creation.” But the Apostle replied that the
excluded all earthly cares, and gave himself whol hands remind him of duty, and his pledges of fi Lord was not slack in the fulfilment of his pled
ly to prayer and preparation for eternity. When delity summon him to effort in the strength of ges, but that his compassion induced him to wait
long on the sinner, that he might show his unwil
his former companions called, he would turn his God.
The example of our country in this respect, is al lingness that any should perish but that all should
face to the wall. He seemed to surrender his
all to the Redeemer; and after ten days departed, ready exerting a delightful influence in foreign come to repentance. The Apostle then affirms
willing to go at his bidding. A woman in the dis lands. Liverpool, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and nu that “the day of the Lord will come as a thief in
trict, who was brought to embrace Christ by means merous other cities and towns in Great Britain, the night.” The word of God will stand,
of a Tract, so exemplified religion, that her sick have adopted this system of effort. The Col
Notwithstanding all these sure indications of a
ness and death were apparently instrumental in porteurs of France, pious men who go out to dis- coming day in which God shall judge the world,
the conversion of her physician and female atten-: tribute Tracts conversing and praying with indi- thousands and millions are practical unbelievers in
’
■both‘ of~ whom united...............................
* ' folviduals
as they have opportunity, are carrying in
dant,
with the church the

the fact. Men are rushing on in their sinful purlowing month. On one occasion the distributer to effect essentially the same system. The mission suits without stopping to inquire respecting the fuwas called to visit a sailor, whom he found with aries in Burmah have adopted it in various places. ture. Earth’s joys are the object of their search.
his half emptied bottle at his side. But Ins dis The missionaries in Ceylon have visited most of Present gratification, sensual gratification, over
ease soon caused him to loath its contents, his the neighboring villages in a similar manner— balances eternal woes. Those are at hand—these
mind became clear, and it is believed he sought supplying in one instance, out of 131 families, are far off.
and found the Saviour. A monthly prayer-meet- eighty, in all of which one or more individuals could
But arc they far oft? How long ere the sum
iiig was early established in the district, which was read. And when it is considered that in China, mons shall sound in our ear, “ come to judgment?"
soon held twice a month and then weekly, by re public preaching is unknown—that heathen reli Our probation at the longest is short, and it is in
quest} and has been continued weekly till the present gions have there been propagated mainly through hourly peril of being ended. Who knows the pe
time, A part of the afternoon previous to the the press, in connection with personal conversation riod of his earthly existence? Who knows how
meeting, the distributor regularly spends in the and instruction in schools—and that millions, whose many days and hours shall pass before God shall
district, persuading the people to attend, and be spoken language is unintelligible to each other, call for his soul ? Have we obtained a reprieve?
reconciled to God. Often it has been crowded, read the same books—who can say, the efforts of Has death promised not to strike to morrow or
and the Spirit of God has been evidently present. Morrison, and his associates in preparing Chinese to-day?
Through its instrumentality seven individuals from Tracts; of Leang Afa and other native converts
Ah 1 we have no security for a single moment.
the district, in addition to those above mentioned, in diffusing them in the interior; of Gutzlaff and
have been brought to join themselves to the peo others in dispersing them in the populous seaports; The beatings of our heart may be stilled as sud
ple of God; and a number from neighboring dis and of those who shall be raised up to co-operate denly as the tree is shivered by the lightning.—
tricts have been led earnestly to inquire what they with and fill the places of these devoted laborers— Then our destiny is sealed up to the judgment.
There is something awful in the expression—
must do to be saved. From one of the groceries shall not be blessed in bringing the millions of that
ardent spirit has been excluded, on principle, by vast empire to know and embrace the only Saviour. Judgement Day! Day of doom! Harvest day,
With these views, the committee cannot avoid when the righteous will reap his sheaves of joy, and
two successive occupants.
Thus from this lane of twenty-five familiesffteen the impression that the highest prosperity of the the wicked his sheaves of misery! If the wicked
individuals within two years, have been apparent churches, the fulfilment of solemn obligations, and would reflect upon the sadness of that fearful day
ly brought to accept of Christ—four of them have the welfare of multitudes perishing in sin, are in when all their sins will be canvassed, and all their
gone to their everlasting account, and eleven are volved in the object of this appeal. They fear unregenerated feelings exposed, and all their hard
deith^
dflnce S°
now members of the visible church. If our coun there is a tendency in the churches, while praying I
try contains 2,500,000 families, and throughout nnd contributing for the conversion of the world a
verSc °
,l
There is a dreadfulness in the idea that so matwo-thirds of them similar labors were performed in the general, to neglect more self denying labors
and equally blessed, in the space of two years one. for the eternal welfare of individuals around them. i nv multitudes of earth’s teeming population must
hundred thousand souls would be hopefully added They' beseech ministers and members of the church ! shriek at the bursting of that lurid day—the day
to the number of Christ’s followers. An army es to give the subject a most serious consideration, of a world’s doom! They will not hear the admo
would thus be raised up from among the enemies and under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, sought nitions of reason noxv—they prefer to reject God’s
of Christ to labor for him; by his blessing on their by believing prayer, to engage perseveringly in expostulation in this day of mercy. Then Ged
efforts, increased accession would be made; and a duty, that souls may not be left to “die” unwarned will not hear them. What desolation, what wretch
train of blessings would result which the omnis “in their iniquity,” and God “require their blood edness, what accumulated woe await the sinner
upon the opening of the judgment day! God has
at our hands.”
cient mind alone can estimate.
affirmed that lie will then pour out the vials of his
So deeply are the superintendants of two wards
By order of the Committee,
wrath on those who, unrepenting, die. And God
of the city persuaded of the usefulness of this
James Milnor, Chairman.
will execute his threatening. Not one jot or or
work, when performed with spirituality and effi
William A. Hallock, Cor. Secretary.
tittle of all he has said shall in any wise fail of ful
ciency, they each support a self-denying layman
filment. The whole family of man from the be
to devote his whole time in co-operation with dis Ncxv- York, November 28, 1833.
tributers in their respective wards. In one of
ginning to the end of time will be assembled be
From the Lowell Observer.
these wards containing upward of 4,000 families,
fore God on that day. All will receive their sen
THE JUDGEMENT DAY.
nearly 100 distributers are employed, who held
tence. And as that sentence is, so shall be their
-The day is neat,
state for ever.
the last month, in addition to their monthly meet
Great
day
of
God
Almighty
and
the
Lamb!
ing at the house of the superintendent, thirty neigh
Ilow, then, can the sinner remain in his impeni
The harvest of the earth is fully ripe;
borhood prayer-meetings, and who have reported,
tence while such wretchedness is in prospect? To
Vengeance begins to tread the great wine-press
since January 1, the hopeful conversion of no less
Of fierceness and of wrath; and mercy pleads,
day he knows that he is not at peace with God,
than seventy individuals, most of whom have al
Mercy that pleadeth long, she pleads—no more!”
and knows not but that this day shall be his last on
ready joined themselves to different evangelical
It is surprising but true, that men think little of earth. Yet onward in his path of sin he goes as if
churches.
that great day for which ali other days arc made. determined on his certain ruin! Why will he not
This system is also a means of good to the indi With a full knowledge of the fact that upon their think upon the events of the future? Why will he
viduals and churches by which it is faithfully perform conduct here depends the decision which on that not provide against a tide of misery and woe which
ed- The pastor of a flourishing church express day will be made respecting them, they yet forget w’ill surely sweep him away forever? If the great
ed his opinion, at the Society’s last anniversary, it amidst the alluring pleasures of this transient work of repentance is not accomplished, he may
that the Tract distributers and Sabbath School life. It becomes us to pause in our course and to be assured that he cannot escape from the wrath
teachers connected with his church were directly reflect upon the scenes which will surelv take place of the Lamb. Let him prepare for the day of
instrumental in the conversion of more sinners to when God comes to judgment. They are scenes doom, for it will come—come in all its tearfulness
God than was his public preaching; added his tes in which w<. shall take an interest, .and in which we and woe! Pollock’s description is feeble to the
timony to that of hundreds of others, that in la shall have a personal concern.
reality.
boring for the spiritual welfare of others, the
The generations of men that have come and
“God comes! God in his car of vengeance comes!—
churches are themselves spiritually blessed.
gone since the world began its existence, like the
Il.irk! loudt r on the blast come hollow shrieks
It appears also to be essential to the permanent present, have been mostly attached to this world’s
Of dissolution! in the fitful scowl
efficacy of this work that it is to be douc systemati enjoyments and pleasures, while they have forgot
Of night, near and more near, angels of death
cally. A beloved missionary to India stated to the ten God and rejected their Maker. Rebellion has
Incessant flap their deadly wings, and roar
Through all the fevered air! the mountains rock,
Secretary of this Society just previous to her depar marked the whole course of the six thousand years
The
moon is Hck, and all the stars of heaven
ture, that she thought her labors as a monthly Tract which have almost past. Few are the worshippers
Burn feebly! oft and sudden gleams the fire,
distributer had been much Messed to her own soul. of God among them all. The retributions of eter
Revealing awfully the brow of Wrath!
When the time caine to go out to her district, she nity have been dwelt upon by prophets and apos
The thunder, long and loud, utters his voice,
was driven to the closet, that her heart might be tles from the beginning. Yet God's name has
Rcponsive to the Ocean’s troubled growl!
Night comes, last night, the long, dark, dark, dark, night,
prepared for the solemn duty; her love to the Sa- been trodden down like mire in the streets, and
That has no morn beyond it, and no star!
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From the New-York Observer.
INFALLIBILITY.
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in him is false and bad. Take for example such a is it, on this account, less our duty to implore that
one as Pope Alexander 6th; when he, the father sacred influence? If it be necessary as the anti
Every body knows that the Church of Rome of such a hopeful youth as Cesar Borgia, and he dote of our depravity, if that which is born of flesh
lays claim to infallibility. She contends that there is the chief of ecclesiastics too, tells me with a grave is flesh, and that which is born of Spirit is spirit,’
no mistake about her; that she cannot err. Now air and and solemn tone that it is a shocking wick and consequently, ‘except a man be born of water
this very modest claim of our sister of Rome, (for ed thing for an ecclesiastic to marry, I cannot help and of the Spirit, he cannot see the kingdom of
in the matter of churches, I reject the relation demurring somewhat at the statement of Cesar’s God,’ is his obligation to seek it less, because he
of mother and daughter,) I am constrained to father. But I must proceed with mv reasons.
| cannot explore this mystery? Is the folly of negquestion, and that for such reasons as the following;
3. If a man says one thing one day, and the . lecting it more venial, because he cannot penetrate
1. She cannot herself tell us where her infalli next day says another thing, quite contrary to it, the speculative depths of this doctiine? If any
bility is to be found. She is sure that she has it I am of the opinion that he is one of the days in one feels by happy experience that power, by
somewhere about her, but for the life of her she J error. But what has this to do with the business I which those who were ‘dead in trespasses and
cannot tell where. Some of her writers say that in hand? Have not the popes always pronounced sins, are quickened, raised up, and made to sit
it is with the Pope. Others contend that it resides the same thing ? Have they ever contradicted each in heavenly places with Christ Jesus’—if he feels
in a general council. And another opinion is that other? Ask rather, whether the wind has always, that ‘all old things are passed away, and all things
both the pope and a council are necessary to it.— ever since there was a wind, blown from the same become new’ within him—that he is braced by a
Now I think they ought to settle it among them quarter. Now here is reason why I cannot allow new energy, animated by a new life, expatiates on
selves who is infallible, before they require us to infallibility to belong to either popes or councils.
the world to come as if it were his own, does he
believe that any one is. Ldt them^wr/ infallibility
4. I would ask just for information, how it was feel less gratitude for these mighty operations, be
and/kr it. After that it will be time enough for when there were three contempory popes, each cause he cannot detect and analyse the power by
us to admit the existence. But
claiming infallibility. Had they it between them ? which they have been wrought, or explain the phi
2. We will suppose that it is the Pope who is in or which of them had it? What was the name of losophy of Divine influence.”—Ibid.
fallible—each successive Pope. Well, where did the one that there was no mistake about? How
they get their infallibility? Why, it was trans were the common people to ascertain the infalli THE GOSPEL FITTED TO MaN’S NATURE.
mitted from St. Peter to be sure. Christ gave it ble one, for you know their salvation depended on
In this exquisite adaptation of the truths of
to him and he handed it down. But was Peter in their being in communion with the true Bishop of revelation to the moral nature of man wc find the
fallible? There was a.day when I suspect he did Rome, the rightful successor of St. Peter.
element of another argument in support of their
not think himself infallible—when smitten to the
5. The more common opinion among the f ath- divine origin. We think it evident that no be
heart by the reproving look of his Lord, he went olics is, I believe, that the infallibility resides in a ing but Him who created the moral nature of
out and wept bitterly. There is no doubt that he pope and general council together. Each is falli man, could have devised a system of truths so in
made a mistake, when he so confidently pronounc ble by itself, but putting the two together, they harmony with it; but no being but him who per
ed, “though 1 should! die with thee, yet will I not are infallible! Now I admit that in some langua fectly understood the relations between God and
deny thee”—and let. it be remembered that this ges, two negatives are equivalent to an affirmative; man, the obligations resulting from these relations
was after Christ had said, “thou art Peter and on but I do not believe that two fallibles ever were or having been violated, could have suggested a
this rock,” &c.
will be equivalent to an infallible. It is like say way of reconciliation which should at the same
If Peter was infallible, I wonder he did not at ing that two wrongs make a right.
time secure both the honor of the one party,
I may trouble you again on infallibility hereafter. and the safety of the other. And let it be re
once settle the difficulty of which we have an ac
count in Acts 15; Why was the matter suffered
membered here, that the principle on which this
M. S.
to be debated in the presence of his infallibility?
argument rests, is one of daily application in
it seems that Peter on that occasion claimed no
the ordinary affairs of life. When two complica
‘THE WAGES OF SIN IS DEATH.*
pre-eminence. Nor was any particular deference
ted parts of the same system are found perfectly
Rom. vi. 23
paid to him by the council. He related his expe
to correspond with each other, who ever doubted
“The death of the body is by no means the full that they proceeded from the same intelligence?
rience, precisely as did Paul and Barnabas. James
seems to have been in the chair on that occasion. infliction of the penalty of the divine law. What In the adaptation of the laws of light to the eye,
He speaks much more like an infallible person we look upon as death, is only a dark passage who does not perceive the proot that light aid
than any of the rest. He says “wherefore my sen which conducts the sinner to the state of eternal the eye were made by the same Creator? In the
tence is, &c.” What a pity it is for the church of death. If divine grace had not interposed, death exquisite harmony between the laws of the uni
Rome that Peter had not said that,instead of James. has a sting by which he would pierce every trans verse and the intellectual nature of man who can
We should never have heard the last of it. But gressor, and send him to a state of interminable escape the conviction that they both acknowledge
it was the bishop of Jerusalem, and not the bish misery. ‘ 1 he sting of death is sin, and the strength the same Original? We only apply this acknow
op of Rome who said it. It cannot be helped of sin is the law.’ The dissolution of the body, so ledged principle to theology, when Corn the adap
now. Will my Catholic brother take down his Dew- far from exhausting the curse of sin, is but a prep tation of the system of moral truth contained in
aration; like knocking oft'the chains and fetters the Bible to the moral nature of man, we infer
ay and read that chapter?
But again, if Peter was infallible, I am surpris from a prisoner who is about to be led forth to the that the Bible is the word of God.— Wayland's
ed that Paul withstood him to the face because he was place of execution. The opposite of eternal life Preface to Gum y.—S. S. Jour.
to be blamed. This was no way to treat a Pope. is eternal death—the death of the soul, which con
But Paul had always a spice of the Protestant sists in the perpetual loss of hope; a cutting off
Richard Heber Esq., who died a few days ago,
about him. And Peter did not resent Paul’s treat from the presence and favor of God; a sense of was the son of Reginald Heber (who succeeded
his
eternal
wrath,
which
burns
like
a
devouring
ment of him, for in his 2nd Epistle he speaks of
his elder brother as Lord of the Manor and pat
him as “our beloved brother Paul.” I suppose fire. The second death treads in the footsteps of ron of the rectories of Marton, in Yorkshire, and
the
first,
and
its
shadow
covers
it;
it
is
the
inflic

that Peter himself did not know that he was infal
tion of the sentence of the eternal Governor of Hodnet, in Salop,) and Maiy Bailey his first wife,
lible. Men do not always know themselves.
the
universe; and the fear of it makes those who and was half-brother to the late amiable and pious
Once more, if the superiority among the disci
are
aware
they arc sinners willing to struggle with Reginald, Bishop of Calcutta who was by a se 
ples belong to Peter, it has struck me as strange
a
load
of
cares
and sorrows, rather than fall into cond wife. Towards his brother Reginald he act
that, when a dispute arose among them who should
ed a most affectionate pari, brought him up at Brabe the greatest, our Saviour did not take Peter in the hands of the living God. But the gift of God sennose College, Oxford and at one time, it is
is
eternal
life
through
Jesus
Christ.
The
penalty
stead of a little child, “and set him in the midst
said, gave him the sum of £5,000. He was for
of them,” and remind the others that the suprema of death is conditionally abolished in favor of the some time M. P. for Oxford University, and di whole,
so
that
it
is
proclaimed
throughout
the
cy had been given to him. I think the other Apos
tinguished himself in Parliament. After his tra
tles could not have understood Christ in that de world, that ‘whosoever believeth in the Son of God vels on the Comment and in the East, he lived in
shall
never
perish,
but
have
everlasting
life.
’
And
claration, “thou art Peter,” &c. as the church of
almost total seclusion, in which retirement he em
Rome now understands him, otherwise the dispute there is an earnest of immortality in the believer, ployed himselt in making a collection of the most
as
Jesus
Christ,
our
substitute,
took
possession
of
about superiority could never have arisen.
costly and curious books, disregarding all price,
Now, according to the Catholic doctrine, Peter immortality, and ‘became the first fruits of them and for a private gentleman possessed the most ex
that
slept;
’
so
all
his
saints
have
in
themselves
an
being infallible, each successive Pope inherits his
tensive and curious library ever known. Mr.
infallibility; and therefore never a man of them inward pledge, like that which Christ had on earth, Richard Heber, inheriting from his father the pat
could err in a matter of faith—nor even the woman an earnest of their alliance to eternal life.
ronage of the living of Hodnet, instituted his bro
Robert Hall.
Joan (for in the long list of Papas, there was by I
ther Reginald in it, which was his first living.
“ ‘The wind bioweth where it listeth, and thou
accident in the 6th century one Mama, though
L London Record.
this, I am aware is denied by some)—even she re hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence
“When sin, past and present, appears in its true
it cometh and whither it goeth; so is every one
tained none of the frailty of her sex.
It is well for the church of Rome that she does that is born of the Spirit.’—-All Christians know shape, with all its horrid malignity, and desert of
not contend that her popes are infallible in practice,' by experience the influence of the Spirit; but what damnation, then is the time for a lull sight of
for if she did, she would find some difficulty in re- i is that mysterious principle styled grace—how it Christ. And G how gloriously does ‘the Sun of
conciling that doctrine with history. It is very connects itself with the human mind—where its righteousness arise’ to the benightened sin-bur
true that one may err in practice and not in faith. operations cease, and the operations of the human dened soul ‘with healing in his wings/’ How
Nevertheless when I see a man very crooked in faculties begin? are questions which probably the sweet is mercy! how precious the name of Jesus !
practice, I cannot believe that he is always ex wisest, of men can no more unfold than the weak and how dear iiis blood to the awakened guilty
actly straight in doctrine. I cannot believe that all est and most ignorant: they are very far beyond conscience! Let it ever be remembered how great
I hear from him is good and true, when what I see < the comprehension of human understanding. But the obligation.”—Rev. Th. Adam.
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of the Baptist General Convention—6 under the Roman Ca
tholics—5 under the Methodists, and 1 under that of the
Episcopal Church. The annual amount allowed by Govern
ment to 16 of these schools, is $4903.—“ Assuming that the
returns of last year will not be materially altered, the number
of pupils at all the schools may be stated at 1835.” It ap
pears, also, that considerable sums, granted by our government
in treaties with the Indian tribes, ior the purposes of educa
tion, have been appropriated to different religious societies, as
follows:__to the Choctaw academy in Kentucky under the
charge of Roman Catholics, $28,000—to the Baptist Gene
ral Convention, $1,000—to the American Board, $2,500—
to the Episcopal Missionary Society, $500, and to different
tribes for schools among then.selves, $18,000. The following
extracts from the report are those possessing most interest to
our readers :—

G A M BIE It, F li IDA Y, JANUARY 3, 1 834.

The Cause of Christ Safe—The age in which we live
is characterized by increased hostility and greater opposition
from the enemies of the Gospel of Jesus. As truth extends
its triumphs, error is aroused to maintain its ground, and
though subdued in one form, it readily assumes another, it
checked in one direction, like an everflowing stream, it finds
a new channel, and seems to hurst forth in that, with redou
bled strength. Still truth shall prevail, and in the signs of
the times, we see no doubtful indications of this fact. In spite
of all the mighty energies which error is putting forth, and
the multiform ami delusive shapes it assumes “to deceive, if
it were possible, the elect” Church of Gou, the cause of truth
and holiness is steadily and surely progressive. It is the cause j

The American Board of Foreign Missions have recently
of Him “whose kingdom shall stand,”—“against which the completed their establishments among the Cherokees of Ar
gates of hell shall never prevail.” It is sustained by him who kansas. By the fifth article of the treaty of May 6, 1828,
is Himself “the Truth,” and its subsequent triumphs over the United States agreed to pay to this society the amount ex
pended by them in the Cherokee country east of the Missis
error through all time, were sufficiently guaranteed by that
sippi, with the understanding that it should be employed in
one victory, which Christ himself, in his death and resurrec the erection of other buildings, and in improvements within
tion, obtained over the “father of lies” and the Prince of this the tract then assigned to this tribe. I n fulfilment of this
world—And as each delusion fades away before the light of stipulation, $11,615 have been paid to the society, and they
have expended $14,128, considerably more than that sum, at
bis Gospel, and as one after another of the progeny of error
their three stations, Dwight, Fairfield, and the forks of the
dies, the expiring cry of each will he that of the dying apos Illinois. The buildings and improvements at Fairfield, va
tate, “O Gallilean, thou hast conquered.” Let not Christians, lued at $1,628, have been purchased by the Cherokees, to be
then, ever forget in whose strength f/iey are strong, nor, re occupied by them for a school, ti ickr their own direction, and
at their expense. At Dwight the society has erected a dwel
membering this, let them ever despond. Self-confident and ling-house for the native girls and their teachers, a school
self-sufficient, they are sure to fall, hut depending on the grace house for the female, and a separate one for the male scholars,
that is promised, they must inevitably triumph. In the one and a third for infants. Very beneficial results may be anti
ease, they lah for the pronu tion of human glory and pride, cipated from efforts so marked by a spirit of liberal enterprise
and comprehensive benevolence.
which must come to an end,—i i the other, they are identified
The school, supported by the Methodist society at Upper
with the cause of Ch, ist and the advancement of His glory, Sandusky, in Ohio, has been in operation about twelve years.
and these are commensurate with eternity. It is indeed a dif The school-house is a neat building, and sufficiently large to
ficult thing to labor with all our strength in a righteous cause, contain from fifty to sixty pupils. Of the number instructed
and not to trust in that labor, as a sufficient ground of sue- last year, all, with few exceptions, have been boarded and cloth,
ed by the society. Many of them are small, and are learning
eeas, or, on the other hand, to put all our confidence in the the alphabet: the larger scholars have made some proficiency
gruee of God, and yet agonize and strive, as though all de in writing, grammar, and arithmetic.
The Rev. Mr. Simmerwell, who was stationed at the Carey
pended on ourselves. Yet in the practice of this Christian
paradox, the cause of the Redeemer has made its way, and mission, upon the St. Joseph, in Michigan Territory, “is
I now in the act of removing to the country beyond the Miswill still advance its triumphs in the world, and that too, by ,j sissippi, in company with many of the Indians, whom lie lias
1 uman instrumentality. “The weak things of the world hath j instructed,” with the intention of recommencing his labors,
G>d chosen to confound the wise,” that, in the final success of upon his arrival and settlement there. In connexion with the
mission at Thoinas on Grand river, in the same territory, a
these, the glory may all be given, not to m in, but to Gon.
school has been maintained at an Indian village about one
mile distant. The buildings at the new establishment of this
The Scriptures.—The high estimation in win h the re convention, among the Creeks west of the Mississippi, have
been finished within the present year, and the children are
vealed will of God is held by the advanced Christian, is wor constant in their attendance, and interested in their studies.
thy of notice. Scarcely any thing affords 3urer evidence of a
The Western Foreign Missionary Society has adopted mea
spiritual frame of mind, and meetness for heaven, than this sures within the last year, preparatory to the establishment of
delight in the simple, humbling doctrines, and blessed pro schools among the Indian tribes west of the Mississippi. The
mises of God’s word. Of how many of the excellent of the Rev. Mr. Smith has visited that region, and, upon his recom
mendation, the society proposes to commence its operations
earth, who have now “entered into rest,” has it been remark among the loways and Weas. The interviews which Mr.
ed, that the higher their attainments became in the divine life, Smith had with these tribes, especially the former, induce the
the more intense was their application to the study of the belief that this undertaking will be well received by them, and
Bible; and its simplest truths, rather than its deep mysteries, be productive of great benefits. It is intended to make a be
ginning this year, and to employ eight persons as missionaries
were the portions on which they chiefly delighted to dwell ! and teachers.
The following passage from the writings of Luther is beau
The removal of the Clioctaws to the country assigned to
tifully expressive of this simplicity of taste for divine truth:— them west of the Mississippi river, having been effected, the
investment
of the large portion of their annuities which the
“lama professed divine, who, amidst various dangers, have
attainod some moderate experience and skill in the sacred chiefs have devoted to the purposes of education, has engaged
the attention of the department and of the tribe, aided by the
scriptures: but this does not prevent my having daily recourse suggestions "of the agent for the Choctaws, Major F. W.
to the catechism, to the creed, the decalogue, and the Lord’s Armstrong, who has applied the energies of an active and dis
prayer. J rehearse them to myself with a close consideration ciplined mind to their improvement. A plan has been devised,
which lias received the cordial approval of the chiefs. With
of every word—what truth it really conveys. And, when a
the sum of $6,000, appropriated for twenty years, by the treaty
multiplicity of business, or any other catise prevents my doing of 1816, twelve school-houses are to be built, the necessary
tliis, I sensibly feel the want of it. The word of God is given books purchased, and the teachers paid, tne present year. The
us thus to exercise and quicken our minds, which, without buildings are to be plain, substantial log structures, and the
such a practice, contract rust, as it were, and lose their tone. teachers married men, steady, sober, industrious, and religious,
who will take their families with them, and who will devote
We see into w hat snares men continually fall and what else themselves to their calling. Reading, writing, English gram
is the reason of it, but that they are secure, they do not pray, mar, and arithmetic are to be taught to the youths of both
they do not hear and meditate on the divine word; they are sexes. The boys are to be instructed also in the usual arts of
husbandry, and the girls in spinning, weaving, and housewife
ntent with having it in the book, where they may read it ry. With the appropriation of $12,500, under the treaty of
when they please. Hence Satan imperceptibly instils into 1830, it is contemplated te establish three schools of a higher
their hearts a contempt for the word; and this leaves them ex order. The approval of this plan and a zealous co-operation
posed to despair or other great dangers. For with what shall in executing it, were to be expected from the chiefs of a tribe
which has manifested an earnest solicitude for improvement,
a man defend himself against the enemies of his soul, when from the earliest period of their intercourse with the whites.
he has lost the sword of the Spirit?"
From the report of the Indian agent at Green Bay, it ap
pears that there are one hundred and ten scholars at the Pro
Schools Among the Indians.—From the report of the testant Episcopal establishment at that place. These are in
Commissioner of Indian Affairs made to the Secretary of structed in the alphabet, spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic,
and geography. It js contemplated to set apart a portion of
War, we gather the following faots in relation to schools es
each week, to give to the boys a knowledge of farming and
tablished among the Indian tribes. Returns have lieen made the mechanic arts; and to the girls, of housewifery. The
to the Government, during the past year, from twenty schools. young men on leaving the school, are employed as clerks in
These, with schools reported in former years, make up the ’ stores, or in the Indian trade. If they were acquainted with
some branch of mechanism, they could obtain a more perma
number of fifty-three—Of which 31 are under the care Of nent and respectable support. The proficiency, health, good
the American Board of Foreign Missions-lO under the care order, and cleanliness of the children are highly commended.

China.—The following extract from a letter of the mis
sionary Gutzlaff, published in the New-York Observer, shows
how surely the Gospel is advancing into the heart of the
“ Celestial Empire,” and strengthens the evidence already fur
nished, that its reign will be speedily universal, and its final
triumph sure. It is under date of May 21, 1833.

After having made three voyages, and being on the eve of
a fourth. I rejoice in the prospect of seeing very soon a free
communication with this mighty empire opened. There are
at present no obstacles to the promulgation of the blessed
Gospel in the maritime provinces. The jealousy of governmnt has by repeated attempts been blunted, and the friendship
of the natives has considerably increased. We have had manv
a severe contest with the crook . ! and detestable policy of the
mandarins, hut our relations are now such as to preclude the
possibility of any serious collision. Still, however, furious
edicts are fulminated against the “daring and deceitful barba
rians, who like rats approach the coast,” yet they harm us as
little as the I’apal bulls.
I anticipate with the most intense joy the final overthrow of
the kingdom of Satan in China. Many a year will still elapse,
many a hard struggle will still take place, hut I am confident
that the Almighty will carry on his great work. Do not consider me a visionary. I have witnessed facts which even ex
ceeded my most sanguine expectations. The desire for be
coming acquainted with our religion and science is truly great
in the Shekeang and Keagnan provinces. Many thousand
hooks have found, during this last,voyage, their way to all the
ports of the empire, and have been scattered thence into the
interior. Having come in contact with many Chinese and
Manchoo grandees, I am more convinced that we have nothing
to expect from government, which is utterly devoid of all
principle; but, on the other side, we have to expect every
thing from the people., who form a glaring contrast with their
rulers. Their kindness cannot be exceeded. It is now my
intention to establish a hospital at Flangchoo, the capital of
Chekeong.
We take pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to
the following notice of the terms on which the valuable pub
lications of the American Sunday School Union may be ob
tained for children and youth’s libraries. We are sure no in
vestment^) the same amount, by any parent, would he produc
tive of greater benefits to his children, than that which would
place within their reach such a library as this; hut should it
be thought to he too expensive for a single family, how easy
would it be for a few neighbors to u lite th ir means, and thus
establish a circulating library for their children, and at a tri
fling expense give them advantages, and means of intellectual
and moral improvement, the value of which, money cannot
measure. Could we see libraries^’ these or similar publica
tions established in every school district in our land, we should
have reason to expect, the next generation would be not only
far more virtuous than the present, but much wiser and hap
pier.

LIBRARY FOR CHILDREN.
As many persons have occasion to select Sunday School Li
braries, or make purchases of books for children in their own
or other families, we would call their attention to the excel
lent, cheap, and very popular works of the American Sunday
School Union. They can furnish a library for a school which
will contain 235 volumes, amounting to 28,305 pages, bound
in fancy colored leatherbacks and corners, with marble covers.
These volumes contain 1500 steel, copperplate, and wood en
gravings and maps, illustrating the various subjects of which
the books treat. The price of the complete set is $41.
Besides this library, the Union have published 103 smaller
books in paper covers, containing 2055 pages, with a large
number of wood cuts- A complete set of these costs $1 46.
If bound, they would make about ten or twelve volumes of
uniform size.
In the above are not included several volumes, which, onac
count of size, &c. are not placed in the regular series; such as
the Bible Dictionary, Geography, Psalmody, Hymn Books,
Biographical Dictionary, Union Questions, &c.
Nearly the whole of the books have been printed from ste
reotype plates, on good paper; many of them were written
expressly for tile Union, and all have been examined and ap
proved by the Committee of Publication, composed of an
equal number of the Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist, and
Episcopal Churches.
For the sum of $42 46 the above 338 works can be pro
cured by any Sunday School, and Sunday School Society,
which shall send a eopy of its constitution, a list of officers,
and an annual report to the American Sunday School Union,
and thus become an auxiliary. They can be procured on the
same terms by any individual who is a member of the Society,
purchasing for his own use or for gratuitous distribution.—The terms for membership are for life $30, or $3 annually, i®
which case they also receive gratuitously a copy of the Sun
day School Journal.
In view of these facts, we may inquire bow nr,ny thou
sands of parents might place in their dwellings such a library;
embracing matter adapted to all ages, from the youngest child
that can read, to the parents and domestics of the household.
How many thousand little companies of youth might join
and purchase a complete library for their amusement and in
struction !
How many thousand sets should be required by Sunday
schools, by common schools, by public schools, by apprentices
libraries, by men of property, for gratuitous distribution, by
ministers and pious visitors of the poor and the rich, for t e
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comfort and benefit of the families and individuals they go
amongst!
Orders, with particular directions as to the mode of convey
ing the books will meet with prompt attention if addressed to
FREDERICK W. PORTER,
Corresponding Secretary, American Sunday
School Union, No. 146, Chesnut Street,
Philadelphia.
Fair for the Greek Mission—The friend to whom we
are indebted for the extract ot a letter from an officer in our
Navy, respecting the Greek Mission, favors us in addition with
the following notice:—
By accounts from the missionaries, there were 417 scholars
in the schools on the 4th of July, and after a vacation they
occupied a new building, completed while it lasted, in which
more than 300 had rc-eutcred, and the number was constantly
increasing. The last accounts from the missionaries are of
the 15th of September last.
On behalf of a number of ladies who have for some time
past been preparing work for a fair, for the benefit of the Mis
sion schools at Athens, under the charge of the Missionaries
of the Church, we are requested to give notice, that it will
take place on the 20th instant, at the City Hotel. Whoever
may be desirous to contribute articles for this very meritorious
object, are requested to send them either to No. 180 Grand,
or 62 Walker street. A number of very pleasing specimens
of the improvement of the female scholars in writing and
work suitable to their sex will be exhibited at the fair ; amon^
them is a very beautiful map of Palestine in needlework, and
a present of six bead chains, also made by some of the scholars
during their leisure hours, sent from Athens to be disposed of
in this city, and the proceeds disposed of as a present from
the far east towards supplying the wants of the Church in the
far west.—Churchman.

Lancasterian Schools in Turkey.—We copy from the
Evening Star the following interesting extract of a letter to a
gentleman in this city, dated Constantinople, Sept. 14th. The
eagerness of the Turks for instruction there spoken of, is a new
thing under the sun ; and when taken in connection with the
similar spirit of improvement which prevails in Egypt, augurs
well for the speedy introduction of Christianity into those
strong-holds of the false prophet.
“You will doubtless be surprised to hear, that the Turks are
now introducing the Lancasterian system of instruction among
themselves. Two such schools are already in successful opera
tion in the barracks of Dotma Ruhche and Scutari, embracing
nearly seven hundred youths between twelve and twenty years
of age; and for several weeks we and some of our helpers have
been constantly engaged in assisting to prepare cards, lessons,
translations, charts, &e. The Osmunlits are so inexperienced,
that they suppose we can make books, as it were, by magic;
and wonder that we cannot prepare a large geography for then,
in eight or ten days, just as well as not; and they yoad and
drive us because we cannot produce books fast enough for
them. Prav come and help us: They are much pleased with
those views of the city ot New-York and its environs,” which
you had the kindness to send us, and they wish to copy them,
as well as any others that may have since been published---They wish also for the largest and best maps and charts of
those countries which can be found, no matter in what lan
guage, as they copy them and write the names in Turkish.—
Now is the time to give a new impression to the character of
this singular people, and I do hope that the good people at
home will not be backward in furnishing all the means possi
ble for such an object.”—N. Y. Observer.
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. Whereas, it hath pleased Almighty God, in his wise pro- ' not been passed, have recently adopted the following resolu
vidence, to remove from among us, since our last annual meet- ! tion:—
ing, the Hon. John W. Campbell, one of the officers of this
Resolved, That the Agents of the Society be instructed to
Society; Therefore—
form every company of emigrants, as far as practicable, pre
Resolved, That this Society deeply regret the loss of this 1 vious to their departure for Liberia, into a temperance society;
estimable and virtuous citizen ; and deeply sympathize with and that it be the especial duty of the Colonial Agent to en
his afflicted relatives in their bereavement.
deavor, in founding new settlements, to select such settlers for
On motion of the Hon. Ebenezer Lane, it was Resolved, the purpose, as will unite in a temperance society.”
That the Board of Curators procure a suitable case for the re
4 he hoard have it also in contemplation to bring before the
ception of such collections as may be presented to the Society, Annual Meeting in January, for their consideration, the sub
and place it in some suitable situation, in the care of some ject of forming new settlements on temperance principles;
competent individual; and that any mone y in the treasury and also the propriety of entirely prohibiting the introduction
not otherwise appropriated, be applied to this purpose on the of ardent spirits into the present settlements__ Nat. Gaz.
order of the President.
Resolved, That the members of this Society be charged with
Latest from Liberia--- The brig Sciot, has arrived at Salem
the duty of procuring for deposit, in the Society’s archives, from Cape Mesurado, whence she sailed on the 19th of Nov.
hooks, papers, and documents, connected with the settlement, Joseph Mechlin, Esq. Governor of the Colony, is a passenger.
political progress, and statistics of Ohio; as well as minerals, His health appears much impaired. The prospects of the
fossils, and specimens in the Natural Histo-y of the State__ colony were quite flattering, although the season has been
Ohio State Journal.
more unhealthy than has been known for many years.__ N.
Y Observer.
From the Cincinnati Journal.
The Rev. Dr. Lindsley, of the University of Nashville,
A Remarkable Discovery—Aman, in Salem, Washing
ton co. Ohio, engaged it hewing out a mill-stone, having was on Monday elected Provost of the University of Penn 
broke off the upper surface of the stone, three inches and a sylvania.
halt, discovered
several holes, in a straight line, across the
.
Highly Important.—Dr. Buisson is said to have discovered
stone> having every appearance of being drilled tor the pur- an infallible remedy for hydrophobia, which he has communi
P°?e ° ^Ong wedges to break the stone. In one of the cated to the Academic des Sciences, in Paris. He had no ex
holes was part of a wedge. Two thin plates of iron had first pectation ot recovery, and went into a vapour hath heated to
been put into the hole, and the wedge was driven in between 42 degrees Reaumer (126 Fahrenheit) as the easiest mode of
them, and was broken off. The plates and the wedge were in suffocation. To his astonishment, the whole symptoms van
a state of perfect preservation, having rusted hut little. These ished at once, and he has never since had the slightest recur
holes and the wedge were three inches and a half from the rence of this dreadful disease. By the same means he has
surface, the stone apparently having grown over them. The cured upwards of eighty patients, and he intends to try its
stone was perfecty solid, excepting these holes, and the upper efficacy in cases of cholera, plague, yellow fever, and gout.
surface was of the same nature and hardness with the other
Two dead whales, one 117 and the other 87 feet long, came
part of the stone.
The stone was dug out of the side of a steep hill, and was ashore on Assateague beach, Md. They were quite whole,
and it is supposed that the large one will yield 300 barrels of
covered by two or three feet of earth, probably washed from
oil. The cause of their death is not ascertained.
the hill above.
The African Repository for November states that three of
Query. Who put the wedge there, and when ? The wedge
remains in the stoiie, and may be seen by any person who will the signers of the London Protest against the American Co
lonization
Society, O’Connell and two others, have ordered
take the pains to call at the mill in the place where it was dis- j
covered.
An Eyewitness.
! their names to be stricken from that document, in conse
quence, as it is intimated, of a conviction of their having too
hastily adopted its views.
Well Done!—The “native born citizens, of the State ot
There are 49 reigning sovereigns in Europe, exclusive of
Ohio,” residing in this city, are to have a festive meeting, on
Otho, who was elected to his present rank. Nineteen of these
the 26th instant, for “the celebration of the first settlement
are Catholic, seventeen Lutheran, five Reformed Dutch, five
of Cincinnati.” Their Committee of Arrangements have
Evangelical, one Episcopalian, one of the Gretk Church, and
resolved, unanimously, that no ardent spirits nor wine, except one of the Mahommetan.
nafwe wine, shall be used on the occasion.
A most extraordinary freak of nature occurred, says the
The descendants of the New-England Pilgrims, are also
soon to have “a celebration of the landing of their fathers Kingston, U. C. lie. M, during the late storm oil Lake Erie,
at Plymouth Rock.” We trust that they have enough of the A channel was made through Long Point, 300 yards wide,
moral virtues of the puritans, yet left in their veins, to imi and from II to 15 deep. It was in contemplation to cut a
tate the good example of total abstinence, set them by the na canal at this place, the expenses of which were estimated at
tives of Ohio. So long as the Buckeyes and the Yankees, $12,000.
make their festive seasons, to exert a good moral influence,
Gen. Winfield Scott is named in the Albany Daily Ail.
none will regret the return of theii anniversary celebrations.— tiser as a candidate for the next Presidency.
Cincinnati Jour.

Mount Hope College.—We have received a pamphlet from
Baltimore, containing the account of the establishment, &c.
of a new college near that city.
Corporation.—Frederick Ilall, M. D. President ex-officio,
William Lorman, Esq., James Wilson, Esq., Hon. Richard
B. Magruder, Samuel Baker, M. D. Baltimore. David A.
Hall, Esq., Washington City, D. C. Hon. Charles F. May
M ETE O R() LO G1C AL RE GIST E R.
er, Rev. George W. Musgiave, Baltimore. Hon. Matthew
St. Clair Clarke, Washington City, D. C. James Brander,
Lite. |Sun-rise. 11 o’clock. |9 o’clock. | Wind. [Weather.
Esq., Petersburg, Va. Rev. Robert Breckinridge, Aug. L.
Warner, M. D., Secretary, Baltimore.
26°
w.
Snow
Dec’r. 85
32°
33°
Faculty.— Frederick Ilall, M. D., President and Professor
29°
s.w. Clear
26
36°
16°
of Natural Pnilosophy, Chemistry and Mineralogy.
20°
s. w.
Clear
21
13°
29°
Rev. Charles B. Dana, A. M. Professor of Rhetoric and
29°
s.w.
Clear
28
36°
13°
Belles Lettres.
32°
s.w.
29
Clear
19°
40°
Samuel W. S. Dutton, A. B., Tutor of Latin and Greek
40°
30
w.
Rain
4.5°
36°
Languages.
w.
28°
Cloudy
31
44°
38°
John II. Hewitt, Esq., Professor of Instrumental Music.
Erastus Edgerton, Esq., Tutor of Mathematics, and Libra
G BHSHAL SUMX2AYHY.
rian.
J. Mandeville Carlisle, Esq., Professor of the Spanish Lan
Historical and PkOosophieal Society.—The annual meeting guage.
of the H istorical and Philosophical Society of Ohio, was held
Edward Generis, Esq., Professor of the French Language.
in the Hall of the House of Representatives on Saturday ;
[S’. N. Soitraa/.
evening the 21st inst- The Hon. Benjamin Tappan, Prcsi-'
dent of the Society, having taken the chair, the Hon. Ehene-i •
. , rr . ,
,
mi
i
•
zer Lane, one ot the ViJ Presidents, delivered a highly inMedical Colleges in the Unded
American Alteresting address, which was listened to with the utmost at-I manac f°r 1834, contains a is <
1 e ,r..
c.mo s am
,
that attended
the I93
comstudents
e of 183
-33,
tention by a numerous
audience, ,n which be described, in th«
the number
nu b oft students
Maine>
one school,
; JNmvchaste and felicitous language, the astonisl
Vermont, two, 14 and 62. making 16;
in the different Arts and Sciences, since tlw termination of I
88 and 85, making 167; Connecticut,
our Revolutionary war, and held out the brightest anticipa- massacnuseiis, wu, u
---.
°
„
one,
72;
New-York,
two, 188 and 190, making 489; Mary
tions for the future. The Society then proceeded to elect
land, two, 150 and 9, total 159; District of Columbia, one,
their officers for the ensuing year; which resulted in the choice
39; Virginia, one, 40; South-Carolina, two, 150 and 0, mak
of the following gentlemen, viz: —
ing 150; Georgia, one, 0: Kentucky, one, 211; Ohio, two,
President__ Hon B. Tappan.
110 and 0, making 110. Thus it appears that there are in
Vice-Presidents—lion. E. Lane, Hon. J. C. Wright.
the United States, 2,071 Medical Students, nearly one-fourth
Corresponding Secretary__ A. Kelley, Esq.
of whom are students in this city—Phil. Her.
Recording Secretary.—P. B. Wilcox, Esq.
Treasurer—Col. N. IL Swayne.
Liberia.__We are happy to learn, says the New-York Com
Curators.—J. S. Sullivant, J. IL James, J. R. Swan, and
mercial Advertiser, that Professor Kinsley, of West Point,
C. B. Goddard, Esqrs.
On motion of Alfred Kelley, Esq. it was Resolved, That has received the appointment of Governor of Liberia. This
the Hon. Ebenezer Lane, he requested to furnish the Curators gentleman is well known to the public, and combines within
himself all the qualifications requisite for the station to which
• copy of his address for publication.
On motion, several gentlemen, residing in different parts of he is called.
The Board of the American Colonization Society having
the State, were admitted members of this Society.
Mr. Bailhaclie offered the following preamble and resolu as deeply at heart the promotion of Temperance in Liberia, as
those who make an outcry becam e impracticable edicts have
tion; which were agreed to, viz:

FOREIGN.

By the packet ship Europe, arrived at New-Yrork from
Liverpool, we have received Liverpool papers of the 16th and
London of the 15th ultimo. The Spanish peninsula was in
a sad condition. It was rumored that the French g\r iment had ordered an army of thirty thousand men to enter
Spain; but this may be doubted. The' experiment would he
extremely hazardous. It is not to be forgotten that the whole
power of Napoleon failed with the Spanish people. Another
questionable report is that Don Miguel’s army was to make
common cause with the Spanish Carlists. The Queen of
Spain has adopted one measure which is a remarkable conces
sion to liberalism.
The Liverpool Standard of the 15th November, ha» ru
mor on the authority of “a gentleman of high standing and
political influence,” saying that Lord Grey has intimated his
ntention of retiring from the Cabinet before the next session
of Parliament. Not muA credit is attached to the story.
One of the most curious items of intelligence certainly is
an alleged threat of Rothschild the banker, to Marshal Soult,
th.it “if the French army set a foot in Spain, he would not
again set a foot on Change. ”
Charles X. is about to retire to his new purchase, an estale
ut Stiermarck.
Couriers were frequently going and coming between St.
Petersburg and Paris, support! to relate to the affairs of the
east.
At a late meeting of the Geographical Society in Regent
st reel, the intrepid Capt. Ross attended for the purpose of re
ceiving the royal medal of fifty guineas, which had been voted
to him for his scientific and geographic.il discoveries in the
Arctic regions. The meeting was numerously attended. A
Tr asury order for £8,000 has been presented to Capt. Res
for his discoveries at the North pole.
Captain Ross has named a Lake which he has discovered
during his late voyage to the northern regions “ Lake Lan
don” in compliment to the fair poetess.
Kean died intestate, and although it is ascertained that, lie
had received, during the nineteen years that he was an actor,
the sum of £150,000 or nearly $750,000, yet he died so
poor, that his nidow has not deemed it advisable to take out
letters of administration upon his estate.
Mr. Heber’s representatives are sanguine in obtaining from
.50,000/. to 60,000/. by the sale of his immense literary trea
sures.— Phila. Nat. Gaz.
A dreadful hurricane had taken place, by last accounts, at
Calcutta. A person states in going from one point to another
not far distant, they saw in their way thither no less than 700
dead bodies.
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POETRY.
art and nature.
From the Spanish, by Professor Longfellow.
The works of human artifice soon tire
The curious eye; the fountain’s sparkling rill,
And garden walk ordained y human skill.
Reproach the feeble hand, the vain desire.
But, O! the free.'.nd wild magnificence
Of Natme, in li
avish hours, doth steal,
In admiration, si.„n‘ and ’itense,
e soul of him who hath . oul to feel.
The river moving on its ceaseless way,
The verdant reach of meadows fai. a >d green,
And the blue hills that Lound •; sylvan cene;
These speak of grandeu that
- no decay,—
Procl im t
Eternal architect on high,
WJ.. . tamps on all his works his o- n < ientity.
[ V'r. mt Chror.
WINTER.

; ppearance cf this part was truly terrific, and would almost
have daunted the stoutest leart, but for the encouragement ot
our rustic and truly humorous guides, which ga-e us fresh
vigor. We now proceeded through the water and sand bills
to the Kingsborough gram saloon, where we were almost rivete to the sp t with the spendor of the beauties that sur
rounded us. ibis hall is of considerable magnitude, at least
sixty feet high. The brilliant reflections from thousands of
chrystalised pillars was truly eni lilting. I he ceiling of this
hall possesses grea. beauties; immense descending brilliant
spars, resembling the bom of the unicorn, have a most splen
did effect. We now proceeded to another saloon of equal size,
in which we were shown an immense pilHi irom the i
of
the cave to the door. Here ah are the elephant s eai>-,^per
fectly like nature, but of huge dimensions. When the lights
are held inside them they reflect like the most beautiful tor
toise-shell. Here is also the great drum, on the guides strik
ing which theeedJ is grand. We now p oceedec
view the
lake and well, which cost us man; a slip and stumble over
immense rocks. But our spirits n, .v became quite buoyant,
a,r nerves
iced by t’
re air ot thos
achanting
ca\, is; the ts.-te of the water is delicious. The next were
the great table and brill"'nt candlestick. Ihe next ball con
tained the r t beautiful and transparent curtain drapery,
satins in lint itoons. Our gi ide next treated us with a tune
on what he called his piano, the effect of which sounds were
truly delightful. We now turned our thoughts to re-ascend,
and gained the surface of the earth an, the light of heaven,
after a ramble in the bo-'els jf the earth for several miles,
during a j eriod of eight hours.—Dublin Cve. Post.

serves that over the entrance to the chapel there is stil' visible
an inscription which states that it was erected by the auhcdu
Detroit, curate of Allonville, in the year 1G96.
Even this memorable tree is not without its peer. We have
heard of nothing like it in America; but at Oakley, in Bedfordshi’c, the seat of the Marquis of Tavistock, there is an
oak, now in perfect health, which contains about five hundred
and twenty-seven cubic feet of timber, and the branches over
spread a space of five thousand eight hundred and fifty super
ficial feet of ground.
The Chesnut tree grows still larger. In Gloucestershire,
there is one measuring fifty-two feet round, and still continu
ing to bear fruit, which is known to have stood ihe « in the
year 1150. It has been called for ages “the Great Chesnut
of Totworth.” Brydone and other travellers in Sidy say
that the “famous chesnut-tree of a hundred horse” measures
the enormous circumference of 177 feet;” and that some tra
vellers have dug about it, to see if it were a cluster of several
trees, or only one; and they have bund that, although divided,
at or ne.ir the surface, into five branches, they are all united
in one root.—of the Age.

Method of Finding the Depth of the Ocean.—This is
a problem concerning which we can hardly be said to possess
There’s not a flowei upon the hili,
any certain knowledge; since our powers of sounding does
There’s not a leaf upon the ree;
not extend much beyond a thousand fathoms. But in the
Tne summer bird b-ith left its bough,
central parts of the Atlantic and Pacific, the ocean maybe
Bright child of sin bine, singing now
many leagues in depth; at least swell is the confident opinion
In spicy land , be_. >nd the sea.
of Laplace. As this is one of the most important points in
the physical constitution of the globe, it would be wry desira
There’s a si,-nee in the harvest field,
ble, if possible, to reduce it to the test of actual experiment.
And blackness in ;iie mounta.it glen,
Age or the Sovereigns of Europe. —The following list The method which Mr. F. II. Talbot would propose, with,
And cloud that will not pass aw v
be
believes, some hope that, it would prove successful, is to let
shows the age of all the European Sovereigns.
Years.
Fi'onri the llill-tops for many a day,
fall from the deck of a ship one of the newly-invented percus
William IV. King of England,
69
And stillness round the homes of men.
sion shells, which would explode on striking the ground; and
Charles John, King of Sweden,
69
The old tree hath an older look ;
the interval of time before the explosion was heard would give
Pope Gregory XIV.
68
The lonesome place is yet more dreary ;
the depth of water with great accuracy. The experiment
Francis I., Emperor of Austria,
66
They go not now, the young and old,
should first be tried in a known depth of cater, say a hundred
Frederick IV. King of Denmark,
66
Slow wandering by the wood and wold;
fathoms, or whatever lesser depth would be consistent with se
Frederick William, K' gfof Prussia,
63
Theair is <1 • tp, the winds are cold,
curity. The descent of the shell through the water would,
William, King of Holland,
61
And summer paths are wet and weary.
J/6.
after
the first few seconds, be uniform, as is well known to be
Louis Philippe, King of the French,
60
the case with all heavy bodies moving in a resisting medium.
William, King of Wirtemberg,
52
The time taken by the sound in returning through the water
Mahmoud 11. Emperor of Turkey,
58
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might be neglected, unless great accuracy were required; since
Louis, King of Bavaria,
47
it would move at the rate of a mile in half a second. If it
Leopold, King of the Belgians,
42
rHBKF ARE WHO SCATTER AND YET INCREASE.----- Tile follow
should be objected that the report of the shell might not be
Nicholas, Emperor of Russia,
37
ing anecdote, related of the Ih.v, Win. Whatley, A. M. at
audible at great depths, I would remind the reader that in M.
Charles Albeck, King of Sardinia,
35
once shows the happy effi ct of his preaching, and the honora
Colladon’s experiments the sound of a bell was distinctly heard
Ferdinand IL King of Sicily,
23
ble liberality of his spirit. Having in a sermon wai inly re
through the water of the lake of Geneva for a distance of
Maria II. Queen or Portugal,
li
commended bis bearers to put in a purse by ifsclf a certain
nine
miles.—London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine.
■Maria Isabella Louisa, Queen of Spain,
3
portion of the profits of their worldly trades, for works of
piety; he observed that instead of secret grudging when obPreserving Bees in Winter__ Mr. Etheridge of Mon
Expectation of Life.—From Mr. Bowditch’s Life An
jec-s of charity were presented, they would look out for them
a., i r ioice to find them. A neighboring clergyman hearing nuity ’Fables, founded on 1 . Wigglesworth’s calculations for trose, Pa., who keeps a considerable quantity of Bees, buried
him, and Leing deeply affected with wha '<e had so forcibly re this country, and on Milne’ fo" ‘ie city of Carlisle, in Eng seven hives in the ground last fall, by placing them on the
commended, went to him after the sermon was ended, and land, and published in the Memoirs of the Academy of Arts ground, covering them first with straw, and then burying them
asked what proportion of bis income be ought in conscience and Sciences we gather the curious fact, th it whereas the ex in the earth to tlie depth of about ten inches. In the spring
to gi ". “As to that,” said he, “I am not to pres?’"'bc to pectation of life, a' it. ;s called, is greater in the latter case up be took them out, and found them to be in excellent condition.
others, but I will tell you wi .t hath been my own practice.—. to the nge “of fit'v nan it is in this country, ti. difference is Some of the hives when buried, were poorly provided with
Ypu know, sir, some year .go, I was often beholden to you for on the other hand from an Tier that • ;e uniformly in our honey, and Mr. E. is of opinion that they could not have been
the loan of ten pounds ata time. The truth is I could not bring favor. At the age of five "ars, the proportion against us is preserved through the winter in tlie ordinary way.
the year about, though my receipts were not despicable, and t 51.25 to 4-0.88, from which it gradually diminishes to the pe
was not at all conscious of aby unnecessary expenses. At length riod above named, being at 30 years 34,34 to 30.25, and at 40
Gardens in Ships.—To sow in the temperate zone, and
1 inquired of my family what relief was given .o the poor; and years 27.61 to 26.04. At .0 the balance turns in our favor, reap between the tropics, is a somewhat singular thing—yet it
not bf'ug satisfied, 1 instantly resolved to .ay aside every tenth 21.17 to 21.11, at 70 it is 10.65 to 9.18; at 90 years 3.73 to is constantly done: for our great East India ships, in imita
cf all my receipts for char: tablepnrposes; and th ? Lord has made 3.28. These facts, ascertained as they are with respectable tion of the Dutch, who first introduced the practice, have
me so to thrive since I adopted this method, that now, if you accuracy, furnish no litll- matter for cuiious speculation.— small sallad gardens in flat wooden boxes on their poops, where
have occasion, 1 can le d you ten times as much as I have for- Presbyterian.
the seed, acted upon by a heat increasing daily, shoots up in a
meily been forced to borrow.
surprisingly rapid manner. In these gardens the number of
Worthy of Notice___ The mental faculties of a child crops in a year are more numerous than in any spot on earth,
Anecdote o Mr. Wilberforce. — A few years ago, the should not be too severely taxed—nor should they be suffered for the gardeners, if so minded, can command almost any te.nlate Mr. Wilberforce was engaged at the Committee of the to lie dormant. They should be exercised just sufficiently to perature.
Afr’can Institution in a discussion with the present Chancel strengthen, without exhausting ’’ pm. In the Appendix to
lor, and some tlier members, upon a point, that involved the Spvrzbeiin’s Insanity, it is stated that Hydrocephalus, (Dropsy
THE OBSERVER
necessity of a conference with the Minister. The duty of in the bead) lias greatly increased within the last fifty years.
calling upon lum was, of course, imposed upon Mr. Wilber In I 783, but nineteen deaths occurred in London from this
force; but it was a habit which he had acquired by y constant disease—but during the year 1832, there died in that city eight TERMS---- 7 to Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
inf Tuption ot visitors, to defer all matters not immediately hundred andfift.y-eiyhti It'tnigllt tie well for our medical phi
Two Dollais and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
pressing, to a leisure hour that,seldom arrived. Brougham, losophers to enquire into the causes of this. It is, however,
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
aware of this, urged upon him to seek the interview without believed that the principal cause of the frequency of this dan
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, excep
delay; the Committee being assembled In the adjoining street gerous disease is the present plan of prematurely developing the
at the option of the publishers.
to the official residence. M.. WilberS, ce, however, lie 1 a
mental faculties of children.— Lowell Journal.
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
ready become entangled in conversation with othe s; and
quested to give notice thereof, at least fFirty days previous
Brougham, finding his efforts ii’clh tuel, seated himsei' at
Giant Trees.—Among the oldest and largest trees in
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
the table, and hastily wrote a letter, i»»ii h he Landed ov .. to France, is an oak in the burial-ground of Allonville, which
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
Mr, Wilberforce to sign- “ That,” sai he, “ will settle the measures, above the roots upwards ot thirty-five feet round,
matter with' at more troubly.” But tin -eteran senator was and, at the height of a man, twenty-six feet. A little higher* *„* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
not so confiding in the learned gentleman addr ts as was ex up, it, extends to a greater size, and, at eight fee": from the
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
pected. He read the proposed epistle with unusual caution; ground, enormous branches spr:-ig from the sides, and spread
LIST OF AGENTS.
and turning to its author, emphatically quoted the patriarch’s outwards, so that they cover a vast space with their shade.— Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN,......................Boardman,Trumbull Co.Ohio.
“
words. “The voice is the voice of Jacob, but the band is the The- height of the tree does not answer to its girth i the trunk Col. HUBBARIl,...................... ........... Ashtabula,
Rev. AbVA HANFORD,.................... Medina, Medina Co.
“
band of Esau!
A more felicitous quotation, in reference to
from the roots to the summit, forms a complete cone; and the Rev. WM. PRESTON,.................. ....Columbus,
the political characters of both parties, as well as to its imme
inside of thi is hollow *’ oughout the whole of its height. GEORGE BEATTY,........................... Steubenville,
u
diate application, cannot well be conceived; but even Brough Several openings, th ■ 1 -est of which is below, afford access Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN........................ Norwalk,
D. H. BUELL...................................... Marietta,
“
am could not rival this illustrious man in a pointed yet coar
JOSIAH BARBER ............................ Cieavcland,
“
to
this
c»"ity.
All
the
central
parts
having
been
long
destroy

teous repartee.—London Chr. Advocate.
P. ALDERMAN......... Windsor,
“
ed, it is only by the outer layers of the alburnum, and by the SYLVESTER
J. W. SCHUCKERS............................ Wooster,
«
bark, that this venerable tree is supported; yet it is still full of WM. H. MARSH ON,........................ Dayton,
“
Newly-discovered Wonderful Cave__ Our party pro vigor, adorned with abundance of leaves, and laden with MADDOX FISHER, P. M.................. Springfield, Clark Co. “
“
ceeded from M-Gratl's Hotel, Cloghpcn, through a beautiful acorns. 0 lie lower part of the h ?llow trunk has been trans Dr. ASA COLEMAN,........................ Troy, Miami Co.
& fOUNG................................. Cincinnati,
and highly-cultivated country, surrounded by the most splendid formed into a chapel, of six or seven feet in diameter, carefully ROFF
Rev. DEXTER POTTER,.................. Portsmouth,
“
mountain scenery, to the mouth of the eave, distant almut five waianscoteu and paved, and p i irded by an open iron gate__ Rev. J. T. WHEAT, .......................... Marietta,
*•
miles, On the estate of the Earl of Kingston. The ground is Above and close to the chapel is a small chamber, containing Rev It. V. ROGERS,......................... -Circleville
ROWLAND
CLAPP
........................
Cuyahoga
Falls,
rented by a snug farmer of the name of Gorman, who first dis a bed; and, leading to it, there is a staircase, which twists WILLIAM HUNT, ......................... Urbana,
covered it. Having provid >d ourselves with caps and smock- round the body ot the tree. At certain seasons of the year, JOHN HANFORD,................................ Middlebury,
... Delaware,
shirtsjit Gorman’s cottage, we proceeded to the mouth of the service is performed in this chapel. The summit has been
Freilericksbu
cave, each provided with a candle. We entered, with our -uiides, broken ofi many years, ’ut there is a surface at the top of the
.. Alexandria, I
through an iron grating, and descended a ladder fourteen feet trunk, of the d atnete- of a cry large tree, and from it rises ■"lz---7xsWashington.
_
perpendicular. We were then obliged to creep on our handsand a pointed roof, covered wit’ slates, in the form of a steeple, GEORGE W .JEWETT,.................... Ann Arbour, Michigan lei.
O'BRIEN,
.......................
Monroe,
feet through a hole in the rock, one by one, a considerable dis which is sumou* eu wi h an iron cross. -Williams, in his C. GRISW'OLD.................................... Utica, New.Yorktance before e could stand upright, still descending. The “Vegetable V ..Id,” from, which we derive these fact;, ob CHARLES S. YOUNG..........................St. John, New-Brunswick.
BY MARY HOWITT.

ROBERT JONES ...

................ Crawfordsville; Indiana.

